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Let's Talk About the FUTURE: God's Better Future!
There are plenty of folks helping you deal with the present in this crisis; even my running shoe
store has sent an URGENT email blast. It seems everyone wants you to know what they are
doing RIGHT NOW to respond.
The Auxano Team is excited to talk about the FUTURE: God’s better future.
For almost 20 years now, we have partnered with local church teams to create what we call
breakthrough clarity. For more about this, listen to a podcast episode with Will Mancini here.
In doing this, we define VISION in every process as illustrating and anticipating God’s better
future for the church. Vision is simply a travel brochure for a place we are called to go.
There is a better future to lead toward, even when it doesn’t feel like it.
As we all navigate these strange and challenging days, here are a few resources to help you
lead toward God’s better future:

> Your daily dose of hope, the Better Future Web Series - tune in every weekday at 11am ET/
10 am CT, because tactics and plans are dependent on clarity first.
> A free download of Will Mancini’s book Innovating Discipleship because seven years ago, Will
“called his shot” of every church reaching a crisis point that demanded innovation. He unpacks
4 paths to the future in this book.
> Stories of pastoral breakthrough in our My Ministry Breakthrough Podcast because you’re not
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alone, and hearing stories from other leaders proves it!
> Guest Experience Design resources from Bob Adams because you’ve always said you would
work on your welcoming systems if you could just escape the Sunday volunteer crush.
> Blog articles from our navigator team: Will Mancini and Bryan Rose, because we are
continually leading toward a better future.
Hopefully, these resources are helpful to you in the coming days. Feel free to share and reply,
we would love to know what you are up to and share your journey with others.
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